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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.
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8. What are the objectives and power requirement

with the Availability of Wind in utilizing the

wind for power generation ? Discuss WECS

requirement and viability. 15
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Unit I

1. What is the history of wind power technology

and wind power potential in India and its

economic viability ? 15

2. (a) What are the various factors ? Which are

considered for the choice of selection of

installation of wind Turbine Generators.

10

(b) What are the Environmental Effects on

the installation of wind Turbine

Generators ? 5

Unit II

3. Explain the classification of wind energy

conversion system with neat sketches. 15

4. Write short notes on any two of the

following : 15

(a) Fixed Pitch and variable pitch blade

Rotors
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(b) Savonius Types wind Machine

(c) Darrieus Types Wind Machine

(d) Wind Enegy Conversion System (WECS).

Unit III

5. Draw with neat sketch wind mill for water

Pumping and its applications for domestic and

Agriculture. 15

6. (a) What are the various factors to be

considered in the choice of wind mill

siking ? Discuss the experience of wind

mills in Europe and America. 10

(b) Why in our north India wind mills are

not installed and what are the limitations

of installation of wind mills ? 5

Unit IV

7. Explain the performance of wind machines

with various curves  of performance and

maximum power coefficient. Explain ideal

power coefficient. 15
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